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Profile: BMW S 1000 XR
The BMW S 1000 XR does it all

Each kind of motorcycle is good at something — sport bikes have strong engines and offer quick
performance, adventure bikes can undertake the harsher conditions of off-roading and touring bikes
can travel long distances without breaking a sweat. However, there is one bike which can do all three:
the BMW S 1000 XR.

Incredible power

The BMW S 1000 XR features an
extremely impressive powerplant
— a 999-cc liquid-cooled,
four-stroke inline-four-cylinder
engine, which delivers a staggering
165 horsepower at 11,000 rpm and
84 lb-ft of torque at 9,250 rpm.
Combined with a constant-mesh
six-speed gearbox with straight-cut
gears and premium fuel, this
engine gives the S 1000 XR a fuel
efficiency rating of 35 mpg,
according to the World Motorcycle
Test Center (WMTC).

Furthermore, the S 1000 XR’s
driving experience can be adjusted
by switching between two
selectable drive modes — “Rain” or
“Road” — allowing the rider to
react to changing conditions.

Synthesis of design

The BMW S 1000 XR was created to combine the virtues of sports, touring and adventure bikes, and
its exterior design reflects each of those three aesthetics. On the sports front, the S 1000 XR features
the split face of the BMW S 1000 RR to show off its supersport heritage, while its flyline, long spring
travel and pronounced “beak” call back to the looks and ergonomics of the brand’s off-road-ready GS
series.

Easy personalization

The BMW S 1000 XR is a highly versatile bike and also offers a variety of optional equipment. BMW
Motorrad offers a wide variety of optional accessories specifically for the S 1000 XR, particularly the
“Dynamic” and “Touring” equipment packages, which add advanced features like Gear Shift Assist
Pro, allowing the rider to change gears without operating either the clutch or throttle.

Overall, the BMW S 1000 XR offers the best of three different kinds of bike: the strength and speed of
a sport bike, the upright posture and adaptable abilities of an adventure bike and the long-haul
endurance of a touring bike. After adding in the wide range of personalization, it becomes clear that
the BMW S 1000 XR can handle any rider’s needs, whether they are tearing up country roads or



embarking on long trips with a passenger and luggage.
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Profile: BMW K 1600 GTL
Luxury on two wheels

It is clear the designers behind the BMW K 1600 GTL spent a long time poring over its ergonomics.
The riding position is designed for long trips, with a slim heated seat and handlebars that reach far
back, allowing you to sit back, relax and stay comfortable over the course of hundreds of miles. Even
passengers can get at ease thanks to a large seating area and cushy backrest. Further enhancing
comfort is the excellent Dynamic ESA II, a clever electronic suspension system that actively works to
make the handling as light and luxurious-feeling as possible and can be adapted to various situations
and preferences at just the push of a button.

Equipment

The BMW K 1600 GTL is
exceptionally well equipped. It
offers an enormous amount of
space via carefully-placed and
easily accessible storage spaces
that do not impede rider comfort. It
features an innovative adaptive
Xenon headlight that increases
safety, stylish bumper guards and a
reversing aid that facilitates parking
in sloped terrain. Accessories
include footboards and comfort
armrests for the passenger, a large
5-inch touchscreen color navigation
system and several high-quality
chrome touches to the mirror cap,
deflector and slipstream deflector
— adding to the standard
chrome-plated case strip,
windshield trim and topcase lid
trim.

Performance

The BMW K 1600 GTL is motivated by a 1,649 cc, four-stroke, inline six-cylinder engine rated at 160
horsepower and 129 lb-ft of torque. Power goes through a six-speed helical gearbox and can be
amplified ever so slightly with an optional Akrapovic exhaust, which adds three horsepower and two
lb-ft of torque while reducing weight and delivering a richer sound. Though the K 1600 GTL can attain
a top speed of over 125 mph, its strength resides not in speed but in the stability and ease with which
it responds to its rider. Wherever you go in the K 1600 GTL, you’re unlikely to feel out of sorts.

Thanks to its excellent features and easygoing attitude, you would be hard-pressed to find a more
enjoyable way to hit the road on two wheels than with a BMW K 1600 GTL.
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World Premiere: BMW F 750 GS and F 850 GS
Launch at EICMA 2017
BMW launches capable new F series GS motorcycles in Milan

BMW Motorrad unveiled a new pair of bikes at the EICMA Motorcycle Show in Milan, Italy: the F 750
GS and F 850 GS. The bikes are aimed at riders who occasionally like to veer off the beaten path and
who expect a blend of carefree riding with all-terrain capability. Though they are effectively twins in
most respects, the bikes still differ in some important areas as well.

Most notably, while both bikes are equipped with the same 853 cc engine, the F 850 GS makes more
out of it, producing 85 horsepower at 8,250 rpm compared to the 77 horsepower at 7,500 rpm
generated by the F 750 GS. As a result, the F 850 GS is the better choice for those seeking to tip the
balance toward capability rather
than relaxation.

Nonetheless, both bikes are quite
good at delivering on both fronts.
They are larger and more
comfortable than their
predecessors, the F 700 GS and F
800 GS. They feature a redesigned
chassis with sheet-fabricated spars
in the top, front and rear of the
engine, improving torsional rigidity.
Both feature a new six-speed
transmission that includes Gear
Shift Assist Pro technology to
enhance shifting speed, as well as
an anti-hop clutch that reduces the
force required to operate it, all the
while improving stability by
lowering engine drag torque.

Additionally, the two new bikes feature a long-travel suspension at the front and rear, with Dynamic
ESA as an option, contributing to extraordinary agility and confidence in corners. BMW also elected to
build the F series GS motorcycles with a new, robust steel monocoque frame, which enhances riding
precision and lowers weight.

The BMW F 750 GS and F 850 GS are well equipped when it comes to technology. TFT
instrumentation is standard and, notably, includes an Intelligent Emergency App, the only one you’ll
find on a midclass motorcycle in the current market. Standard riding modes include “Rain” and “Road”
while better-equipped models also get “Dynamic,” “Enduro” and “Enduro Pro” (the last available only
on the F 850 GS), allowing riders to adapt the feel of their bike on the fly depending on road
conditions.

The new F series GS motorcycles are built from the ground up to give riders a comfortable but
engaging riding experience both on and off the asphalt.
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BMW Motorrad Partners With House of Machines
BMW Motorrad is helping to bring a unique motorcycle-themed
establishment to Los Angeles

If there’s one thing that motorcycle manufacturers love, it’s an enthusiast. Luckily for BMW Motorrad,
the brand has found a whole group of riders that has shown a consistent love for motorcycles and
rider culture, originally hailing from South Africa but now expanding operations to Los Angeles,
California: The House of Machines.

South African roots

The House of Machines is coming
to America after it was established
four years ago in Cape Town. This
unique establishment wears a
number of different hats in order to
make an “environment to honor
both man and machine,” including
being a bar, a café, a clothing store
and even a venue for live music, all
of which is geared to emphasize
the love of motorcycles.

Coming to America

After growing success in South
Africa, The House of Machines is
planning to open a new location in
Los Angeles, and BMW Motorrad is
throwing its weight behind the
establishment, even providing heritage models to add to The House of Machines.

In a statement, Timo Resch, BMW Motorrad’s VP of Marketing and Sales, said of the partnership,
“BMW Motorrad and The House of Machines share the same passion for motorcycles and the
surrounding lifestyle. The House of Machines is the perfect everyday experience of Make Life a Ride.”
The House of Machines’ staff was similarly excited about the pairing, adding, “THoM is a place for
people with a love of detail, a striving for perfection and a passion for the motorcycle lifestyle… BMW
Motorrad is the ideal partner.”

Beyond the bikes

In addition to the partnership over the Los Angeles location, BMW Motorrad and The House of
Machines are also combining to offer a new fashion line called “Limits No Longer Apply,” inspired by
BMW Motorrad and created exclusively for The House of Machines. The fashion line will be sold for a
year at The House of Machines, as well as online for U.S. customers.

Looking forward, though, the new location for The House of Machines is intended to be just the first
step in spreading the business to hubs across the globe.
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